!
Master Certified Negotiation Expert!
!
If you are looking for a real estate agent who understands the Sedona Luxury
Homes market, Sheri Sperry MCNE of ReMax Sedona is the Sedona Expert
Realtor® you should seek out. She is a Master Certified Negotiation Expert
MCNE. There are only 74 Realtors in the entire state of Arizona (out of over
40,000 + Arizona realtors) with that designation, skill and level of training. !

!
Past President of Sedona Luxury Real Estate Professionals!
!

Sheri networks with the top Sedona Realtors who sell Luxury Real Estate. They
meet twice a month to discuss all aspects of the real estate market as well as
community news and issues. When your new Luxury listing becomes available,
Sheri will have the SLREP tour your home to assess the pricing, luxury features,
and areas that could use improvement to present your property in it’s finest light.!

!
Only the Best Are Members of SLREP!
!

Enjoy the inside advantage of this relationship. Benefit from local and expert
knowledge of the Sedona Luxury Homes market. As a seller, when you employ
Sheri Sperry, a SLREP Realtor®, you know you are going to get an agent who
demonstrates the highest respect for the seller's property and privacy. Showings
for your Sedona Luxury Home are scheduled with as much advance notice as
possible. Sheri will aspire to cooperate with and support the entire real estate
community in achieving the sale of your property. Receive additional exposure for
your property at no additional fee and be confident in the knowledge that visitors
to your home are pre-qualified. !

!
Simply Put, Sheri is Looking Out For You!
!

You can rest assured that your property is "presented" not simply shown by
Sheri. She will point out all the distinctive features that your property offers the
prospective buyer as well as answer any questions.

